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E U C O M S  N E T W O R K

This month is about our friends from
Ukraine and the help we can provide. Join
us on our new webinar on the Interaction
of emergency aid and mental health
services from surrounding countries of
Ukraine.

A NEW WEBINAR ON
20TH APRIL
In this newsletter, we quote two of our
board members: Artur Kochański from
Poland and Tiberiu Rotaru from
Romania. Two neighbouring countries
which are on the front lines of helping
the Ukrainian refugees.
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https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_sENmBQiDSvORQ8xrfDy4Kw


2,4 million refugees from Ukraine crossed the Ukrainian-Polish border since the 24th of
February this year. The great majority of them stayed in Poland. People from Ukraine
come to Poland through two voivodships (provinces) – Lubelskie (border crossing in
Dorohusk, Zosin and Hrebenne) and Podkarpackie (border crossing in Medyka,
Korczowa and Krościenko). Lublin, the main city in Lubelskie region is located 95 km
from the Dorohusk border crossing. Rzeszów, main city in Podkarpackie voivodship is
located 90 km from Medyka border crossing.

Poland in the face of the Ukrainian crisis

It is observed as a big social
movement that surprised even Polish
people themselves. It started from help
in transport from the border, providing
a place of residence, often in private
houses, food, clothes and hygiene
products. The presence of many
Ukrainians (approximately 2 mln
persons), who were coming into
Poland in recent years, helped in
organizing support for refugees a lot.
Further on different levels of local
governments took over part of these
actions. In every community and
district, places of support have been
set up to help in the needs of everyday
life and official matters. Each
municipal office gives free Polish ID
numbers (PESEL) to Ukrainian people
who need it, place of residence, in
particular to people with needs of
special social care eg. orphanage,
employment, public transport, school
place or even in a sports club. The
state of Poland introduced regulations
that enable financial benefits for
refugees and free medical care for
Ukrainian people.

Many actions of help from the side of
the state and local government take
place through NGOs. Also, the Polish
Psychiatric Association takes part in
helping them and organized, in
cooperation with the Prime Minister of
Poland’s Office, targeted transport of
psychotropic medicines to Kulparkov
Psychiatric Hospital near Lviv.

Many Ukrainian refugees are in a
mental crisis. It should be mentioned
that a few psychiatric hospitals in
Ukraine, which still treat patients, had
to discharge less severe mentally ill
people to free up space for more
severely mentally ill patients coming
up from other hospitals, which had to
be closed because of the war. Among
the Ukrainian refugees, there are those
who need acute psychiatric treatment
because of mental illness but also
more and more because of
psychiatric and psychological
problems related to stress.
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During the pandemic times, at the
initiative of Constantin Rusu, a
psychologist hired by the emergency
services, started a network of volunteer
psychologists that were willing and
able to answer to specific needs of the
population and professionals in
emergencies. They had a few
meetings but nothing prepared us for
what was going to happen. We believe
that it was very important that all the
participants understood and
discussed the need for psychological
first aid as part of first responders'
interventions.

We consider doing everything that is important and necessary, but we ask at the
same time how long it will last and if we manage to continue this support from a
financial point of view, considering that we are not a very rich country and our citizens
wait in long queues for the medical care and social housing.
It must be admitted that Polish citizens with the help of the Polish state and local
governments stand up to the task, especially considering complicated relationships
in our Polish-Ukrainian history.

After the war started in Ukraine, Mr
Constantin activated the groups,
focusing on the principles of first
psychological aid: Create a Sense of
Safety, Create Calm, Create Self and
Collective Efficacy, Create Connection
and Create Hope. Of course, these
principles sound great and suitable for
refugees but it was the first time for
them to be in this situation, and so was
the case for the volunteers'
psychologists.
At the end of the day, the group
worked out as a team, due to very
efficient communication and
exemplary coordination by Mr Rusu,
using mostly software available on
every intelligent phone.
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ARTUR KOCHAŃSKI
MD, PHD

PSYCHIATRIST

Psychologists in the first line working with refugees in Romania

HOW EVERYTHING STARTED?



The first minibuses coming with
refugees to their camp made an
overwhelming impression on me. I
think that it is important to underline
that for the refugees besides the acute
sense of despair and disorientation,
they were flying away from an army
but they had to be welcomed by
people in uniforms in a military-like
camp. This is not the nicest or safest
first sensation/sight you can get. So we
could feel and see their despair, fear
and mistrust. That was the first barrier,
the second most important one was
the language. Here we have to praise
the essential role of translators. As for
psychologists it is natural to be
empathic and reassuring which is not
always easy for translators. The lucky
factor here was that we are in an area
where we have a lot of native
Ukrainian speaking people, not official
translators. 

What we have to bear in mind is that all the services were organized on a voluntary
base, but it is very important to ensure the professionalism and consistency of the
intervention. This is not easy to provide when you work solely with volunteers but the
spirit of humanity and self-sacrifice prevailed and it was possible to guarantee
almost a 24/7 service, though that meant long hours spent on the site, exhaustion
and maintaining a delicate balance between work, family and volunteer activity.
Maybe a second discussion regarding the necessity of debriefing for the
professionals after these kinds of events will find its way in the future.

For Ukrainian people hearing people
speaking their language, not in an
academic way but in a colloquial,
familiar way meant great support and
directly helped the communication
with the psychologist, too. As the
activity at the border control point
improved and made things easier so
was the activity in the camp. We have
to understand that people that were
coming, especially in the first week
were in a queue to cross the border for
days, very often with children and
toddlers, frozen and afraid. It is more
than empathy to support them, it takes
basic infrastructure and a network that
will be able to answer their questions
and needs, legally, medically and
physically. Just to have an idea, the
first question of the people coming
was: "Where are we? What is the name
of the town?" and so on. And one must
find ways to answer these questions
by being informative, reassuring and
empowering the person to be able to
transmit the information to others.
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FIRST DAYS



I fully know that is far too early for a
conclusion, but taking into
consideration that our first experience
with this kind of event and that had no
preliminary training for that I will risk
drawing some conclusions that can be
biased by the facts that are pretty hot
and not over yet. At the same time, I
thought it will be interesting to hear the
points of view of some of my
colleagues directly involved in this
activity.

The refugee camp was organized by
Emergency Services as this is not
UNICEF or UN, which means a lot of
uniforms, and uniforms are not the
most welcoming sight.

Maybe it is necessary to think about
how we organized the welcoming
services. Leaflets in their language with
basic information are very important
maybe even before they got to the
camp.

Translators are vital. Use native
speaking people if available. Of course,
is very important that the information
is accurate, but is more important to
have a sense of familiarity and safety.
The refugees are in transit. It is
important to have things comfortable
for them, but they are not here to stay.
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Answering their immediate questions and assessing their immediate needs are more
important. A questionnaire with a little introduction about the service written in their
language was very helpful for the first meeting.

In the end, some of the people involved in this activity answered to four simple
questions. Here are the questions and their impressions:

1. WHAT IS THE GENERAL
IMPRESSION AFTER A FEW WEEKS

OF WORKING WITH REFUGEES?
WHAT WERE THE EXPECTATIONS

AND HOW WAS THE REALITY?

3. WHAT PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
WERE MOST HELPFUL? WHAT

WOULD YOU LIKE TO ASSIMILATE
FOR FUTURE TRAINING THAT WILL
HELP EVEN MORE IN THIS FIELD?

4. WOULD YOU REPEAT THE
EXPERIENCE? WHY?

2. TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU THINK
PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT IS

NEEDED? WHY?



1. The general impression after the
activity... is not different from that of
my colleagues: I can say that
usefulness and compassion were the
main elements that guided our
activity. Our usefulness in refugee
camps has been unquestionable, as
long as hundreds of people arriving
from the war zone have benefited
from both our moral support and
counselling on the unconditional
support provided by the Romanian
state. In terms of expectations... I think
it's not just me who has found that
meeting basic needs has gained
ground in terms of moral support. In
this case, including the hierarchy of
primary needs according to Maslow's
pyramid explains this fact.

2. The need for first aid can not be
quantified or observed immediately or
immediately after the intervention
because its main purpose is not
psychotherapy or counselling, but to
reduce as much as possible the
subsequent negative psychological
effects, in terms of high emotional
load, polarity negative lived at present,
difficult to manage by most people, in
the conditions in which they have
been taken out of their comfort zone,
are subjected to days of stress
associated with the feeling of lack of
control over personal safety or loved
ones.

3. Skills... I think that empathy and
managing emotional transference
were the main skills that all my
colleagues made the most of. As
expected, the psychological state of
the people I work with has a negative
connotation, and this transfer of
emotions is often difficult to digest
even for experienced
psychotherapists, but I appreciate
once again the professionalism and
self-control of my colleagues, who
have managed this aspect efficiently
and were not overwhelmed by
emotions.

4. Should we repeat the experience?
Definitely yes! The feeling of usefulness
and the small rewards received, such
as the hugs or the smile of the children
we helped, make us forget about the
impediments encountered until that
moment. These were my ideas, in the
evening, but I'm sure that my
colleagues can add many more
aspects, based on their own
experiences.
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MAIOR RUSU CONSTANTIN



1. The general impression that this
episode left on me is related to
people's general attitude toward the
activity of helping another person.
I expect most people to be willing to
help with anything, even if it means
just a good thought, and in reality, I
found out that the seeds of racism
and selfishness have taken longer and
better roots than I would have ever
expected.

2. I believe that psychological support
is necessary, the next after first aid
from a physiological or somatic point
of view, because in the first phase, in
the face of a shock, it is very important
to understand correctly what is
happening to us and around us. A
more rational way to be able to
identify easier the coping methods
that work for us.

1. It was a very demanding activity
both mentally and emotionally and
physically because people came very
affected, disoriented and scared. I did
not set certain expectations, but I was
glad that every time I asked my
colleagues or superiors in any field,
they mobilized as quickly as possible
and each refugee from the
Inspectorate for Emergency Situations
centre was helped with whatever they
needed.

2. Some people did not rest at all for 7
nights or did not eat at all. 

3. I think the most helpful skill I used
was my coping methods to deal with
the reality I was facing. It was hard at
first to be able to detach myself from
what I saw around me and focus on
what I had to do. At the same time,
relaxation techniques proved to be
very important, despite the language
barriers that often arose.

4. Yes, I would repeat the experience,
because for me it is a gesture of
humanity, of empathy and of kindness
between people, regardless of
nationality. If I hadn't been a
psychologist, I would have found
another way to help. I would also
repeat the experience because it tests
my limits, having to work under stress,
and this is constructive for my
evolution as a psychologist.

In such times, people neglect their
basic needs, often being essential to
their survival. Some people had panic
attacks and the fact that they shared
what they felt and learned a breathing
technique was enough; sometimes,
encouragement and a hug made
them change their state of mind and
know that they were safe in the camps.
The need for psychologists can be
deduced from the situations listed. I
consider it essential. We are among
the only people who asked them how
they feel and if they need anything.
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PSYCHOLOGIST IULIA GHERASĂ

PSYCHOLOGIST
MIHAELA RAMONA PETRARIU



3. I consider very important the ability
to work under pressure in the most
professional way possible; empathy,
teamwork, a high level of adaptability,
good organization and compassion
for people. I would like
courses/books/studies to be created
in which interventions are explained
that can be applied in crises without
creating a therapeutic relationship
with the person in front of me; to be
informed correctly and punctually
about the legal journey of the refugee
to be able to convey to each of them
what will happen along the way.

1. The first thought about this
experience was that it must be very
difficult and terrifying to be forced to
leave your house...town...country and to
go... nowhere! I started the work with
the refugees with this mountain of
compassion and the will to move the
mountains to help them! But I realized
that on the first day... most people I
interacted with, used this as a chance
to go to western countries for a better
life. Later on, I met people that
confirmed my first thought. Children,
few that spoke the Romanian
language were so mature... all of them
changed overnight... They talked about
noises, soldiers, and families left
behind with tears in their eyes! They
didn't seem to mention losing the
house, school opportunities... but only
family! Very emotional! They were
grateful for all the help they received in
Romania! 

4. Yes! Anytime! First of all, because of
their gratitude for everything we do or
have done for them, as a people.
Secondly, the gratitude and tears in
their eyes when I told them that if they
needed something they could call me
at any time or hug me. For me,
everything they offered me as an
experience was invaluable - for this
reason, I would do it whenever I had
the opportunity.

I realised that the war brings a diversity
of feelings to the surface...

2. Being a psychologist was a big help
for me! I knew how to guide the
conversation for every person I spoke
to as every situation was different, and
reactions were different! I had to be
firm on a few occasions, as people
from Ukraine seem not to think of their
countrymen in this sad situation. ¬I
want now the documents...they can
wait....¬ Some parents asked me what
they should tell their children about
what happened. Others asked for help
to be able to manage the fact they left
home their husband, sons, fathers...
Also, it helped to maintain a balance of
emotion even between volunteers as
sometimes emotions made their
reaction too strong against volunteers.
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3. I think that it will be helpful to
mention that people react differently
in different cultures, different
personalities offer a range of
unexpected emotions... and the ways
to react when you deal with them will
be helpful.

4. I will work again and again as there
are people in need, people that don't
have other families abroad to support
them so what I did for them made a
positive difference... As proof, some
people kept in touch and told me they
arrived well in the country where they
had families or friends.
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TIBERIU ROTARU

PSYCHOLOGIST

We know it's short notice, but we would love to have you in our webinar on the 20th of
April to discuss the Interaction of emergency aid and mental health services from
surrounding countries of Ukraine. Make sure you follow us on Facebook and Linkedin to
be up to date with the new webinars and meetings.

SAVE THE DATES

27—28TH MAY
PHYSICAL MEETING

8TH JUNE
POLISH REFORM ON MENTAL HEALTH

30TH NOVEMBER
WEBINAR ON PRIMARY CARE

20TH APRIL
WEBINAR ON THE INTERACTION OF

EMERGENCY AID AND MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES FROM SURROUNDING

COUNTRIES OF UKRAINE 

27TH SEPTEMBER
WEBINAR ON MODELS OF CARE

KRAKÓW, POLAND

WEBINAR | 19:00 - 20:30 CET

19:00 - 20:30 CET

19:00 - 20:30 CET

19:00 - 20:30 CET

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_sENmBQiDSvORQ8xrfDy4Kw
http://www.facebook.com/eucomsnet
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eucoms-network


TO REVIEW THE PREVIOUS WEBINARS CLICK HERE
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DO YOU WANT TO BECOME A PARTNER?

OUR PARTNERS' EVENTS

CLICK TO JOIN OUR NETWORK
CLICK TO SUBSCRIBE TO OUR

EMAIL NEWSLETTER

That is possible! Becoming a partner or collaborator is open for individuals
and organisations that provide or support services for people affected by
mental illness. For more information and to register please click the link below.

Copyright © 2022 EUCOMS Network. All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:
info@eucoms.net

Find us on social media:

19TH APRIL
WEBINAR: OPEN DIALOGUE:

EXPERIENCE FROM 4 COUNTRIES
 15:00 - 17:00 CET

http://www.facebook.com/eucomsnet
http://www.twitter.com/eucoms
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eucoms-network
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQIXpGtsAAXQWFyMGpJP9_w/videos
http://www.eucoms.net/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQIXpGtsAAXQWFyMGpJP9_w/videos
https://eucoms.net/join-us/
https://eucoms.net/join-us/
https://eucoms.net/events/open-dialogue-experience-from-4-countries-the-care-network/
https://eucoms.net/events/open-dialogue-experience-from-4-countries-the-care-network/
https://eucoms.net/events/open-dialogue-experience-from-4-countries-the-care-network/

